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This invention relates to improvements in sliding corn 
bination glass and screen door constructions, and, more 
particularly, to a novel and improved metal-framed slid 
ing combination glass and screen door construction. 

it is an important object of this invention to provide 
a novel sliding combination screen and glass door con 
struction which includes an improved metal-framed door 
structure in which is sldiably mounted a pair of novelly 
constructed metal-framed sliding glass panels and a screen 
panel, and, which construction further includes improved 
weatherstripping means. 

it is‘another object of this invention to provide in a 
construction of this class an improved metal-framed door 
structure which includes novel jamb, threshold and 
header members. 

it is still another object of this invention to provide 
in a construction of this class improved metal-framed 
sliding glass and screen panels which include frame mem 
bers that are shaped and constructed so as to be attractive 
in appearance and efñcient in operation. 

it is a further object of this invention to provide in a 
construction of this class an improved and highly eiiicient 
weatherstrlpping means between the sliding door panels 
and the door frame which will prevent air and water in 
filtration under severe weather conditions and which will 
prevent leakage of inside air, whereby, the construction 
may be used in air-conditioned homes and other build~ 
ings. 

it is a still further object of this invention to provide a 
construction of this class an improved door frame thres 
hold member which is provided with novel drainage and 
roller rail structures. 

It is a still further object of this invention to provide a 
novel sliding combination screen and glass door construc 
tion which is compact and rugged in construction, eco 
nomical of manufacture, attractive in appearance, and 
eñicient in operation. 

Other objects, features and advantages of this invention 
will be apparent from the following detailed description 
and appended claims, reference being had to the accom 
panying drawings forming a part of the specification 
wherein like reference numerals designate corresponding 
parts of the several views. 

ln the drawings: 
Fig. l is an inside elevational view of a sliding ‘com 

bination screen and glass door construction embodying 
the invention; 

Fig. 2 is an enlarged broken, elevational sectional view, 
of the structure illustrated in Fig. 3, taken substantially 
along the line 2-2 thereof, and looking in the direction 
of the arrows; 

Fig. 3 is an enlarged broken, horizontal sectional view, 
of the structure illustrated in Fig. l, taken along the line 
3--3 thereof, and looking in the direction of the arrows; 

Fig. 4 is a fragmentary elevational view, partly in sec 
tion, of the structure illustrated in Fig. 5, taken along the 
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line 4-4 thereof, and looking in the direction of the 
arrows; 

Fig. 5 is a fragmentary horizontal view, partly in sec 
tion, of the structure illustrated in Fig. 4, taken along 
the line 5-5 thereof, and looking in the direction of the 
arrows; . 

Fig. 6 is a fragmentary horizontal sectional view of 
the structure illustrated in Fig. 4, taken along the line 
6-6 thereof, and looking in the direction of the arrows; 

Fig. 7 is a fragmentary elevational sectional View of 
the structure illustrated in Fig. 4, taken along the line 
7~7 thereof, and looking in the direction of the arrows; 

Fig. 8 is an enlarged, fragmentary, sectional view of 
the novel woven pile weather-seal construction employed 
in the invention; 

Fig. 9 is a fragmentary elevational sectional view of 
a modified glass door frame adapted for use with a double 
pane glass door construction; 

. Fig. 10 is a fragmentary horizontal sectional view of 
a first interlocking type of stile weather-seal made in ac 
cordance with the invention; 

Fig. ll is a fragmentary horizontal sectional View of 
a second interlocking type of stile weather-seal made in 
accordance with the invention; 

Fig. 12 is an elevational sectional view of a modified 
threshold member made in accordance with the inven 
tion; , 

Fig. 13 is a horizontal sectional view of a modiiied 
jarn'o member made in accordance with the invention; 

Fig. 14 is a broken, enlarged, front elevational view 
of the threshold member illustrated in Fig. 2, taken along 
the line 14-14 thereof, and looking in the direction of 
the arrows; 

Fig. l5 is a fragmentary elevational sectional view of 
a modified screen frame bottom rail made in accordance 
with the invention; 

Fig. 16 is a fragmentary, broken, inside elevational 
view, with parts removed, of a glass panel made in ac 
cordance with the invention; 

Fig. 17 is a fragmentary outside elevational view of 
the screen panel of the invention showing the joint struc 
.ture between the top rail and a stile thereof; and 

Fig. 18 is a fragmentary outside elevational view of 
the screen panel of the invention showing the joint struc 
ture between the bottom rail and a stile thereof. 

Referring now to the drawings, and in particular to 
Figs. l, 2, 3 and 14, an illustrative embodiment of the 
invention is shown which comprises a stationary door 
frame including the threshold member it), the header 
member 11, and the left and right side jamb members 12 
and 13, as viewed in Fig. 1. The header member 11 is 
preferably made from extruded aluminum, although it 
may be made from stainless steel or any other suitable 
corrosion resistant metal. The header member l1 com 
prises the horizontal longitudinally extended wall portion 
14 which is provided with the outer integral downwardly 
extended channel flange 15, the inner downwardly ex 
tended channel ñange ‘i6 and the intermediate spaced 
apart channel flanges 17 and 18. As best seen in Fig. 
2, the channel flanges 15 and 17 form a screen panel 
channel indicated by the numeral 19, the channel flanges 
17 and 18 form an outer glass panel channel, generally 
indicated by the numeral 2G, and the channel flanges 16 
and 18 form an inner glass panel channel, indicated by 
the numeral 21. As shown in Fig. 1, the ends of the 
channel ñanges 15, 16, 17 and 18 are cut away up to 
the header wall 14, as indicated by the numerals 22 and 
23, whereby the outer ends of the header wall 14 overlie 
the upper ends of the two side jambs 12 and 13. 
As shown in Figs. 1 and 3. the two side jambs 12 and 

1_3. are Similarly constructed, and'only one will be de 
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scribed and corresponding reference numerals will be ap 
plied to the corresponding parts of these jamb members; 
The side jamb members 12 and 13 are preferably made 
froman extruded aluminum, however, they _maybe made. 
from ~any other suitable corrosion resistant material, such 
as stainless steel. Each of the side jamb members12 and 
13 include an inner inwardly facing {_1-shaped glasschan 
nel comprising the bight portion Z4 and the integral inner 
and outer'flanges 25 and 26,' respectively. These side 

` jambs further include an outer U-shaped inwardlyl facing 
glass channel which comprises the> bight portion 27, and 
the inner and outer integral Hanges-Zti and 28, respec 
tively. . It will be seen that the liange 26 provides a ̀ com 
mon tiange for both of the glass channels. The side jambs 
12 andy 13 each furtherv include an inwardly facing U 
shaped screen channel comprising the bight portion 29 
and the inner and outer integral flanges Z8 and'îìt).KV The 
ñange 28 provides a common member for the outer glass 
channel and the screen channel. It will be seen that the 
flanges 25, 2S and 36 extend outwardly beyond the bight 
portions 24, 27 and 29 of the glass and screen channels, 
as indicated by the numerals 25a, 26aV and 30a. As best 
seen in Figs. l and 3, the header member 11 is fìxedly 
joined Vto the jarnb members 12 and 13 byfmeans of suit 
able screws, as 31,V which are adapted to threadably en 
gage Vin the longitudinally extended apertures 32 which 
are formed in integral longitudinally extended projec 
tions on the outer sides of the jamb members; The screen 
Yand glass channels of each of the jamb members 12 and 
13 'are provided with a plurality of spaced apart longi 
tudinally disposed hemispherically shaped bumpers 33 
which'are formed from any suitable resilient material. 
As shown in Figs. l, 2 and 14, the threshold member. 

10 comprises a shelf or sill plate 34 which slopes down 
wardly and outwardly and which is provided with the 
outer integral leg 35 and the rear inner integral leg 36 
which is extended above the inner edge of the sill Vplate 
34 so as to‘provide the upwardly extended lip 37. The 
threshold member 10 further includes the upwardly and 

- longitudinally extended integral roller or sheave rails 38,` 
39’ and 40 which are laterallyV spaced apart and disposed 
substantially along the center line of the screen and outer 
and inner glass channels> formed in the header and jamb 
members, respectively. The threshold member 10 is fur 
ther provided with the three longitudinally extended inte 
gral supporting legs d1, él2 and 43 which are disposed 
beneathV the sheave rails 3S, 39 and 40, respectively. As 
shown in Fig. 14; the sheave rails 38, 39 and 46 terminate 
short of the ends of the threshold member 10, as indicated 
by the numerals 44 and 45, so as to permit the lower ends 
of the Vside jamb members 12 and 13 to be mounted on 
the threshold member 10 on the ends thereof and to be 
secured thereto by any suitable means, as byV means of the 
screws 46 which are adapted to be threadably engaged 
in the lower ends of theraperturesSZ. 
As shown in Figs. l, 2 and 14, the threshold member; 

10 is provided with three condensation` drainage chan 
nels, generally indicated by the numeral 47. The drain 
age channels 47 open at the top ends thereof and are 
adapted to be mounted in the transverse position under 
the sill plate 34, and the threshold legs'41, ‘l2V and 43 
have portions removed therefrom,_as indicated by the 
numeral 43, for the receptionof these drainage channels'. 
The drainage channels 47 may be iixed' in place by any 
suitable means, as by means of they screws 49, which are 
adapted to pass through the inner and outer threshold 
legs 35 and 36 and to be threadably engaged in the longi- Y 
tudinally extended holes 5t) formed in these channels. If 
desired, suitable metal pins may be employed instead of 
the screws 49. Three drainage holes, as 51, are formed 
in the sill’plate 34. betweenthe lip 37 and the rail 46, and' 
they are each disposed over one of the drain channels 47, 
whereby condensation draining on the sill _plate 34 be 
tween the lip 37 and the rail 4i) will` be drained away. 
The sill plate 34 is further. provided with> three drain 
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holes disposed between the rails 39.and 40 and over the 
channels 47 for draining condensation from the space be 
tween the rails 39 and 40. As shown in Fig. 14, the 

~ sheave rails 38 and 39 are cut 0E for approximately one 
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inch at the right ends thereof, as indicated by the numeral 
53, and the rail 33 is cut off for approximately'one inch 
at the left end thereof, as indicated by the numeral 54, 
for drainage purposes, as more fully explained herein 
after. The outer threshold leg 35. is provided with a plu 
rality of holes, as 5'5, adjacent the front ends of the drain 
age channels 47 to permit condensation collected in these 
channels to drain-out to the atmosphere. 
As-shown in Figs. l and 3, the window construction of 

the present invention includes a left glass panel 56 and a 
right glass panel 57, as viewed from the inside of the 
construction. The right glass panel 5,7 includes the top 
rail 58, the bottom rail 59, and the left and right stiles 
69 and 61, respectively. The glass panel rails and stiles 

Y are all preferably extruded from aluminum, however, 
they may be made from any other suitable corrosion re 
sistant metal as stainless steel. As shown in Fig. 3, the 
right stile 61 abutsv the bumpers 33 when the glass panel 
57 is in the closed position. As shown in Figs. 2 and 16, 
the top rail 58 is U-shaped in cross section and com 
prises the pair of vertically spaced apart outer and inner 
Walls 62 and 63, respectively, which are connected by 
the integral-lower bight portion or rounded wall portion 
64. The rail walls 62 and 63 are further joined by the; 
integral longitudinally extended cross plate or web 65. 
The bight portion 64 is formed with va centrally disposed 
longitudinaallyl extended slot 66 in which is received the 
upper edge of the single glass pane 67 ofthe glass panel 
57. The bight portion 64 is provided with a pair of longi 
tudinally extended arc-shaped’projections 68, which are 
disposed along the inner edge of the slot 66, which func 
tion to `provide Varc-shaped slots in each of which is 
mounted a strip of vinyl glazing material 69. As seen in 
Fig. 2, the vinyl glazing strips 69A function to operatively 

. centerV the glass pane 67 in the slot 66 and provide a 
weather-seal therebetween. Y l 

As shown is Figs. 2 and 8, the rail wall 63V is pro 
vided with a longitudinally extended inwardly project 

’ ing integral enlarged portion 70 in which is formed a 
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longitudinally extended T-shaped slot which comprises 
the inner` slot 71 and the communicating slot 72 which 
opens to the'atmosphere through the outer side of thel 
wall 63. A continuous strip of weatherstripping is oper 
ativelyfmounted in said T-shaped slot and comprises a 
Vinylrbacking portion 73 which is mounted in the slot por, 
tionV 71, and the woven >pile 74, and the integral ñexible 
vinyl lip 75. As seen in Fig. 2, the vinyl lip 75 ís dis 
posed along the top of the woven pile on the weather side 
thereof, and, this lip functions to provide added protec 
tion against infiltration bywater and other elements of 
the weather. The woven pile may _be made from any 
suitable material, such as wool, mohair or the like, and 
asseen in Fig. 2, it is adapted to slídably engage the outer 
face. of the header ñange 18 to providea second weather 
seal at that point against the elements. The rail wall 62 
is provided with a portion` 76 similar to therportion 743 
on the wall 63 in which is formed the slots 77 and 7S. 
A continuous strip of weatherstripping material similarl 
to that mounted ín the slots 71 and 72 is mounted in the 
slots, 77 and 78 and comprises the vinyl backing 79, the 
pile Sil and the integral lower iiexible vinyl lip81. It will 
be seen that the lip 81 is diposedA on the bottom of the 
pile, S0 which is toward the weather side, and that it en 
gages the inner side of the header ñange 17 to give added 
protection against infiltration of water and other ele 
ments. The pile 80 also engages the inner face of the 
header ñange 17. If will be seen that the piles 74 and 
3G Vfunction with the lips 75 and 31 to provide a quad 
ruple sealing means along the upper rail of the glass 
panel 57 between the outside of the window construc 
tion and tlie‘inside of the window construction. 
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v As shown in Figs. 1, 3 and 4, the right stile 61, of the 
outer glass panel 57, comprises a pair of spaced apart 
vertical flat walls, as the outer and inner walls 82 and 
33, respectively. The inner and outer ends of the walls 
82 and 83 are enclosed by the integral U-shaped or 
rounded end walls 84 and S5, respectively. The stile 61 
further includes the vertical transversely disposed integral 
web or plate 86. The inner rounded end wall 84 is pro 
vided with the centrally disposed longitudinally extended 
glass pane slot 87 through which is received the right edge 
of the glass pane 67, as viewed in Fig. l. An arc-shaped 
projection as 88 is integrally formed on the inside of the 
end wall 84 adjacent each edge of the slot 87, and these 
projections function to provide arc-shaped slots in each 
of which is mounted a strip of vinyl glazing material as 
89. The vinyl glazing strips 89 function to operatively 
center the glass pane 67 in the slot 87 and to provide a 
weather-seal therebetween. 
As shown in Fig. 3, the stile 61 is provided with a 

longitudinally extended inwardly projecting integral en 
larged portion 99 in which is formed a longitudinally 
extended T-shaped slot which comprises the inner slot 
portion 91 and the outer communicating slot portion 92 
which opens to the atmosphere through the outer side 
of the wail 83. A continuous strip of weatberstripping is 
operatively mounted in said T-shaped slot and comprises 
a vinyl backing portion 93 which is mounted in the inner 
slot portion 91, the woven pile 94, and the ñexible vinyl 
lip 95 which is integral with the backing 93. As seen 
in Fig. 3, the vinyl lip 95 is disposed along the outer side 
of the pile 94, on the weather side thereof, and this lip 
95 functions to provide added protection against infiltra 
tion by water or other elements of the weather. The pile 
94 and the lip 95 sealingly engage the outer face of the 
jamb ñange 26. 
As shown in Fig. 16, the glass panel top rail 5S is 

ñxediy joined to the stile 61 along the mitered line indi 
cated by the numeral 95. The continuous weatherstrip 
pings in the slots 72 and 92 also abut each other along 
the line 96. The means for securing the rail 58 and the 
vstile 61 together includes the U-shaped plate 97 which is 
disposed on the upper side of the rail web 65 and is se 
cured thereto by any suitable means as by the screws 98. 
A second plate 99 is secured to the inside face of the 
outer side of the stile web plate 86 by any suitable means, 
_as by the screws 100. As shown in Fig. 16, the plate 97 
overlaps the upper end of the plate 99 and these two 
plates are secured together by means of screws, as 101, 
which pass through the plate 97 and are threadably en 
gaged in longitudinal apertures 162 formed in the plate 99. 
As shown in liigs. 1 and 3, the glass panel 57 is pro 

vided with a flush type door grip, generally indicated by 
the numeral 103, which is provided with a substantially 
box-shaped body 194 that is recessed in a hole, as 105, 
which is cut out of the inner stile wall 83. The door grip 
193 is further provided with a front opening 196 into 
which the operator’s fingers may be inserted for gripping 
and sliding the panel S7. The door grip 193 is further 
provided with an integral circumferential ñange 107 
around the opening 196, and this ñange is curved so as to 
Itit flush against the outer face of the stile wall 83. The 
stile web wall 85 is cut-out, as at 19S, to allow for the 
insertion of the door grip 193 into the stile 61. The door 
grip 193 is held in place by a friction fit between the 
box-like body 104 and the opening 105 in the stile wall 
d3, and further by means of the pair of integral spaced 
_apart vertical tianges 199 on the rear side of the box-like 
body 104 which are adapted to engage the web wall 86 
with a friction tit. 
The left stile 69 of the right glass panel 57 is constructed 

similarly to the right stile 61 and the corresponding parts 
have been marked with the same reference numerals 
followed by the small letter “11.” The left stile 60 is 
'also joined to the panel top rail 58 in the same manner 
as the right stile 61, as was explained hereinbefore. 
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There are some diñerences and one of them is that the 
left stile 69 is not provided with a door grip 103. An 
other difîerence is that instead of a weather-seal like the 
type used in slots 91 and 92 of the stile 61, a vertical 
interlocking ñexible vinyl weatherstrip, generally indi 
cated by the numeral 110, is employed in the slots 91a 
and 92a. It will be seen that the slots 91, 92, and 91a 
and 92a are disposed along the outer end of the stile 
walls 82 and 82a, respectively. While the pile 94 and 
the lip 95 operatively engage the outer face of the jamb 
flange 26, the interlocking weatherstripping 110 is adapted 
to coact with a similar strip of material on the glass panel 
56, as more fully explained hereinafter. The upper end 
of the weatherstripping 110 would abut the left end of the 
continuous weather-seal in the slots 71 and 72 in the top 
rail 53 along a mitered juncture line, similar to line 96, 
between the rail 58 and the stile 60. The weatherstrip 
ping 11€) includes a T-shaped longitudinallyV extended 
head portion comprising the part 111 which is seated in 
the slot 91a and the neck 112 which is seated in the slot 
92a.“ Integral with the neck portion 112 is an offset longi 
tudinally extended arm portion having a thick-walled 
inner part 113 which is adapted to lie against the outer 
face of the stile wall 83a. The arm portion 113 further 
includes an integral thin-walled outer part, indicated by 
the numeral 114, which is spaced from the inner part 113, 
as indicated by the numeral 115. The weatherstripping 
113 thus presents to the outer side thereof two outwardly 
sloping faces which are joined by a face parallel to the 
stile wall 83a. 
As shown in Figs. 2, 4 and 5, the bottom rail 59 of the 

right glass panel 57 comprises the outer and inner vertical 
walls 116 and 117, respectively, the upper ends of which 
are joined by the integral U-shaped or rounded upper end 
wall 118, and, the horizontal longitudinally extending 
web wall 119. The rounded upper end wall 118 is pro 
vided with a central longitudinally disposed slot 120 for 
the reception of the lower edge of the door glass pane 
67. An arc~shaped projection, as 121, is integrally formed 
on the inside of the upper end wall 118 adjacent each edge 
of the slot 129, and these projections function to provide 
arc-shaped slots in each of which is mounted a strip of 
vinyl glazing material, as 122. The vinyl glazing strips 
122 function to operatively center the glass pane 67 in 
the slot 129 and to provide a weather-seal therebetween. 
As shown in Figs. 2 and 4, the door glass pane 67 is 
adapted to rest on blocks or pads, as 123, which are pref 
erably made from rubber or any other suitable resilient 
material and which are about six inches long. At least 
two of the blocks 123 are required, with one such block 
being disposed adjacent each end of the glass pane 67. 
As shown in Figs. 4, 5 and 16, the right stile 61 is con 

nected to the bottom rail 59 along the mitered line 124, 
and the vertical line 125, by suitable connection means 
inciuding the horizontal plate 126 which is secured to the 
lower face of the rail wall 119 by means of the screws 
127. The means for connecting the stile 6l to the rail 
59 further includes the vertical plate 128 which is secured 
to the stile wall 86 by means of the screws 129. As shown 
in Fig. 4, the horizontal plate 126 overlaps the lower end 
of the plate 128 and these plates are securely held to 
gether by means of the screws 130 which are adapted to 
pass through the plate 126 and to be threadably engaged 
in the longitudinally extended apertures 131 in the plate 
128. The left stile 69 would also be secured to the bot 
tom rail 59 in the same manner. ' 
The glass panel 57 is supported by a pair of adjustable 

sheave constructions which are operatively mounted on 
the lower end of the panel with a sheave at each end 
thereof. As shown in Figs. 4 and 5, these adjustable 
sheave constructions are constructed as follows. The 
plate 126 is provided with a pair of downwardly ex 
tended integral arms 132 which rest on the inwardly 
projected longitudinally extended lips 133 and each of 
the arms 132 has an inwardly and downwardly extended 
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portion, V13,4.whichA is formed with an inwardly sloping 
lower face, as 135. The sheave supporting means com 
prises a; U-shaped vyoke which includes a pair of vertical 
spaced apart plates 136- which are adapted to slidably 
engage the sloping Vsurface 1.35 on thearm portions 134. 
The outer ends of the plates 136 are integrally connected 
by the bight portion 137. A sheave 138 which is madel 
from stainless` steel, nylon, or other suitable material, is 
rotatablyï supported by means-of the sealed roller bear 
ing means 139 on the shaft 1411, the ends of which are 
ñxedly secured inthe vertical plates 136. v 

Thersheavei158 is adjustable inwardly and outwardly 
by means. ofthe adjustment screw 141 which is provided 
on the inner end thereof withY a reduced neck portion1ê2 
which‘passes 4through the aperture 1‘13 in the mernber 
157.VY Anenlarged head 144 on the inner endfof the neck 
142V secures the screw 141 to the member 137 but per 
mits the neck 142 to be rotated in the aperture 143 dur 
ing an adjustment operation. The screw 141 is thread 
ably mounted through the aperture 145 in the bight por 
tion 146 of a »U-shaped support or carrier bracket. The 

’ outer end of the screw 141 projects into the aperture V147 
in the stile wallV 85 whereby this screw is accessible from 
the outside of the panel so that it may be rotated by a 
suitable tool- toadjust the sheave carrier member inward 
ly and outwardly along the sloping surface 135. The 
screw carrier bracket includes the legs 148. which are 
integral with theends of the bight portion 146 and these 
legs are rotatably mounted> on the pins 14% which are 
tixedly mounted in the stile walls 82 and 83, as by means 
Vof a press lit. 

It will be seen that the adjustable sheave means pro 
videsY a mechanism whereby the panel 57 may be ad 
j_ustedY upwardly and downwardly to properly align the 
panel relative. toY the stationary door frame. As shown 
in Figs. 4 and 5, the plate 126 is VVprovided with a hole 
150 therethrough, to provide for clearance for the sheave 
138. The left end of the glass panel 57 is rollably and 
adjustably supported by a similar sheave means, as shown 
in Fig. 2, and the corresponding parts are indicated by 
corresponding reference numerals followed by the small 
letter “zu” 

TheY bottom rail 59 is provided with quadruple 
Weather-seal means, asis now described. The inner rail 
plate 117 is providedon the inner side thereof with an 
inwardly projected longitudinally extended shoulder 151 
(Eig. 2.) from the outer end of which extends down~ 
wardly the longitudinal vertical arm152 which is spaced 
trom the wall 117. vintegrally mounted on the lower 
end` of the arm 152 is ̀ an inwardly extended longitudinal 
horizontal arm 153. ' Slidably mounted in the longitudi 
nally` extended slot 15e, which is formed between the 
Wall 117 and the arm 152,V is. a verticaly longitudinally 
extended plate 155 which carries adjacent the lower end 
thereof an integral inwardly extended horizontal longi 
tudinalrtube.- 156 which is hollow in cross section and 
which is provided with. a longitudinal slot 157 in the 

longitudinal shoulder 162 from the Outer end oiwhich 
extends downwardly the integral longitudinal armv 163 so 

, as to form the slot 164 in which is slidabl'y mounted' the 
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lower wall-thereof. A continuous strip of'weatherstrip- K 
ping- is carried Vby the tube 156 and includes a vinyl back 
ing 15S frorn> one end of which extends downwardly and - 
outwardly the integral ilexible vinyl linger 159. The 
vinylbacking. 158 also carries the Woven pile 15d which 
is, slidably engage'ableY with the upper face of the thresh 
old sillplate 34.. A. plurality of. spaced apartV stainless 
steelgco'il springs 161 are operativelyy mounted~ between 
the longitudinal arm 153> and the hollow tube 156 and 

these springs function to urge the sliding ile 1t@ the »finger 159 into sealing engagement with the thresh 

old. r15h-e plate 155 is preferably> made from rigid vinyl 
butmay be made Vfrom aluminum. The plate 155 func 
tions not only as an additional weather-seal but functions 
also as a means for governing the compression of the 
pile 16@ so that it `may operate most-etliciently. As 
shown in` Fig. 2, the outer‘frail wall 116 is provided on 
the inner side thereof with anintegral. inwardly extended 75 

longitudinal Vertical plate 165 which is adapted to slid 
ably engage the upper face ofthe threshold sill plate 34 
and function as an additional Weather-seal. The plate 
'1%5 is preferably made from rigid vinylV but it may also 
be made from aluminum, stainless steel, or any other 
suitable material. ît will heV seen that theplates 1_65 
and 155,A the lip 15.9, and the pile 16,0` all function to 
provide a quadruple weather-seal along the bottom edge 
of the panel 57. l , 

As shown in Fig.V 1,'the left glass panel 56' comprisesA 
the top rail 166„ the bottomrail 167, the left stile 168, 
'the right stile 169» and the single glass pane 170. Itv will 
be seen that the> left glass panel 56 is constructed the 
sameY as thek right glass panel 57 but is merely reversed 
in position. That is, as viewed in Fig. 3‘, if' the panel 57 
were swung counter clockwise about its left end, it would 
serve as the left panel 56. Accordingly,l a detailed de 
scription of the panel 56 is not necessary. ` , 

. T he panel top rails 58 and 166, and the stiles 60 and 
159, are constructed exactly alike. The panel bottom 
rails 59 and 167, and theV stiles 61 and 168, are con. 
structed alike except for the followingy described difiere 
ences. . 

The lirst difference between the panels 56 and. 57 is 
that the flexible vinyl linger 95a is disposedinwardly of 
the woven pile 94a on‘the stile 168 and this is just the 
opposite of the disposition of the ñnger 95 on the stile 
61. The ilexible linger 95a is disposed on the inner sideV 
of the pile 94a so that it will be immediately in‘lengage 
ment with the weather elements. It will be seen that 
the interlocking weather-seal l10n on the stile 169 is 
sealingly engaged with the interlocking seal 110 when the 
panels 56 and 57 arey inthe _closed position, as shown 
in Fig. 3. Another dilierence between the panelsV 56 and 
57 is that the door grip 103i: is reversed in its position 
nl the stile 168 relative to the position ofthe door grip 
1%3 in the stile 61 so that both, door grips will be on the 
inside of the sliding door construction,V and this is shown 
in Fig. 3. lt will be seen that in order to mount the door 
grips 1113 and V1.(l3a in the Stiles 61 and 168, that the 
glass panes 67 and 176 must be notched out as indicated 
by the numerals 171 and 171a. A further difference be 
tween the glass panels 56 and 57 is illustratedin Fig. 2, 
wherein it will be seen that the slidable sealing member 
16551 is disposed along the inner sidefof the paneLSd 
while its corresponding sealing n‘lember;v 16S is disposed 
along the outer sideot' the panel 57. A still further dif 
ference between the panels 56 and 57 is shown in Fig. 2', 
wherein it will be seen that the sealing plate 155a is dis~ 
posed along the outer side of` the panel 56 and carries 
the sealing ringer 1595; along the. outer side of the. pile 

As best seen in Fig.`5., the; longitudinal horizontal 
arm 153 is cut-olf at the point V172l to permit adjustment l 
of the sheave 138 inwardly. However,` the` linger 159 
and the pile 16% extend to the right beyond the point 172 
and up to the junction line 125. . 
As shown in Figs. 2 and 3, the screenV panel comprises 

the top rail 173, the bottom rail 1.74„the right rail 175 
and the left rail 176. The top rail includes the outer 
and inner vertical walls 177 and178, respectively, which 
are joined the the upper ends thereofY by the4 integral 
rounded end wall 179. The wallsv177 and 1,78` are en. 
closed at the lower ends thereofV by the, integral` wall 1811. 
A'downwardly and outwardly curved longitudinal lip 181 

-is integrally connected to the lower end of the wall 178 
and the inner end of the wall 180 and is constructed to 
iorrn >Va longitudinal groove for the reception of` an edge 
182 of the screen 153. 'lireV screen edge 182 is. releas 
ably secured in the groove formed by the lip 1781 vby a 
suitable glazing strip 18d. A plurality of hemispherically 
shaped, rubberpads 185 is suitable fixed Yon the outer 
surface> of the outer wall _177 and slidably abut. the inner 
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face of the header ñange 15. The inner wall 178 is pro 
vided with an inwardly extended longitudinal projection 
186 in which is formed a longitudinal T-slot for the 
.reception of a continuous weather-seal. This weather 
seal includes the vinyl backing 187 in which is carried 
the woven pile 189 which slidably abuts the outer face 
of the header ñange 17. An integral ñexible vinyl lip 
188 is carried by the vinyl backing 187 and is disposed 
above the pile 189 and slidably engages the inner face 
of the header flange 17. 
As shown in Fig. 3, the side rails 176 and 175 are con 

structed similarly to the top rail 173 and the correspond 
ing parts are marked with similar reference numerals 
followed by the small letters “a” and “b,” respectively. 
The right screen raii construction differs slightly from the 
left screen rail and the top screen rail in that the T 
shaped slot in the projection 186b carries an interlocking 
weather-seal 196 made entirely from a ñexible vinyl and 
which includes the longitudinal T-shaped head 191 to 
which is integrally connected the inwardly extended longi 
tudinal arm 192 which lies against the rail 175. The in 
terlocking seal 19t) further includes the rearwardly ex 
tended integral longitudinal arm 193 on the inner end of 
which is formed a longitudinal liexible thin walled bead 
194 which slidably and sealingly engages the outer face 
of the glass panel 57. 
As shown in Fig. 17, the screen top rail 173 is con~ 

nected to the screen side rail 175 along the mitered line 
195 and these two rails are secured in place by means of 
an angle bracket having one leg 196 disposed in the top 
rail 173 and the other leg 197 disposed in the side rail 
175. The aforementioned angle plate is fixedly secured 
to the rails 173 and 175 by any suitable means, as by 
the screws 198. 
As shown in Fig. 2, the screen lower rail comprises the 

inner and outer vertical longitudinal walls 199 and 296 
which are joined at the top ends thereof by the integral 
longitudinal upper wall 291. An upwardly and outwardly 
curved longitudinal lip 292 is integral with and extends 
outwardly from the upper end of the inner wall 201) and 
forms a longitudinal groove in which is releasably secured 
the lower edge 2123 of the screen 183, by means of the 
vinyl glazing strip 2154. A hollow bracket 2115 which 
is rectangular in cross section, is mounted in the lower 
rail 174 and is provided with an opening in the lower 
wall thereof which is bounded by a pair of vertical down 
wardly extended legs 206 between which is operatively 
mounted a sheave 237 which is adapted to roll on the rail 
38. The sheave 2137 is suitable rotatably supported on 
the pin 238 which is fixed between the arms 266. As 
shown in Fig. 2, the sheave is mounted to rollably sup 
port the right end of the screen panel, but it will be un 
derstood that a similar sheave is also mounted under the 
left end of the screen panel. VThe bracket 205 is ad 
justably secured in place by means of the screw 209 
which may be moved upwardly and downwardly in the 
slot 219 in the outer wall 199. As shown in Fig. 2, an 
integral vertical longitudinal arm 211 is formed on the 
inside of the lower rail wall 200 and is spaced therefrom 
to form a longitudinal slot in which is slidably mounted 
a flexible longitudinal vinyl weatherseal 212 which slid 
ably engages the upper face of the threshold sill plate 34. 
As shown in Fig. 18, the screen bottom rail 174 is con 

nected to the screen side rail 175 by means of a suitable 
angle bracket having a vertical leg 213 extended into the 
rail 175 and the horizontal leg 214 extended into the rail 
174, and this angle bracket is secured to these rails by 
means of suitable screws, as 215. Figs. 17 and 18 are 
illustrative of the manner in which the top, bottom and 
side rails of the screen panel are connected together. 

1t will be seen that when the left glass panel 56 is 
moved to the dotted position 216 as shown in Fig. 3, the 
screen panel will be in a position to let air pass there 
through and the weatherstripping means on the various 
rails thereof will provide eñicient sealing action against 
insects. It will be seen that the combination screen and 
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glass door construction of the present invention provide 
an improved construction which includes efficient weath 
erstripping means around the various panels thereof. For 
example, the glass panels are provided with quadruple 
weatherseals along the upper and lower edges thereof 
and with double Weather-seals along the outer sides 
thereof. Furthermore, the novel interlock members 110 
with their thin walls 114, provide an efficient interlock 
seal between the adjacent stiles 66 and 169 when the 
glass panels are in the closed position. The threshold 
member 35 with its novel drainage means provides an 
improved structure of this type which operates as fol 
lows. The drain holes 51 drain off all condensation from 
between the rail 40 and the lip 37 while the drain holes 
52 drain off condensation between the rail 40 and the 
rail 39. Furthermore, since the rails 3S and 39 are cut 
oft at the right end thereof, any condensation trapped 
between the weather-seal lip 159 and the rail 39 may 
drain down the upper face of the threshold sill plate 34. 
Likewise, any condensation trapped between the rails 38 
and 39 may drain around the edges of the cut-off portions 
of the rail 38. The rounded oft' inner edge walls of the 
various glass panel rails and stiles provide a pleasing 
and attractive appearance to the construction. 

Fig. 15 illustrates a modification of the screen panel 
bottom rail. The rail illustrated in this ñgure is com' 
structed substantially the same as the screen bottom rail 
illustrated in Fig. 2, and the corresponding parts are 
marked with similar reference numerals followed by the 
small letter “11.” The screen edge retaining groove is dis 
posed so as to face inwardly instead of outwardly as in 
the embodiment of Fig. 2. Accordingly, the lip 217 
which is formed integral with the outer wall 199a, ex 
tends upwardly and inwardly. A further diiïerence be 
tween the embodiment of Fig. 15 and that of Fig. 2 is 
that a different ñexible vinyl weather-seal is employed. 
As shown in Fig. 15, a longitudinally extended T-shaped 
slot 218 is formed in the inner wall 200a and, mounted in 
this slot, is the T-shaped head 219 which is integral with 
the upper end of a vertical longitudinal liexible vinyl 
weatherstripping 221). The lower edge of the weather 
stripping 220 is bent outwardly, as indicated by the nu 
meral 221, and this lower edge slidably engages the up 
per face of the threshold sill plate 34. The lower end 
of the walls 199:1 and 24Min are enclosed by a longitudinal 
integral rounded end wall 222 which is provided with a 
suitable slot through which the sheave 207a projects. 

Fig. 12 discloses a modiiied threshold member which 
is provided with inserted sheave rails instead of integral 
rails. The parts of the embodiment of Fig. 12 which 
correspond to the threshold embodiment of Fig. 2 will 
be marked with similar reference numerals followed by 
the small letter “a.” In the embodiment of Fig. l2, the 
sill plate 34a is provided with the spaced apart longitu 
dinal downwardly extended projections 223, 224 and 
225 in each of which is formed a longitudinal inverted 
T-shaped slot 226 which is adapted to receive a rigid 
vinyl longitudinal sheave rail 227. ' 

Fig. 13 discloses a modified stationary frame side jamb 
228 which is provided with the screen channel 229 and 
the glass panel channels 230 and 231. Each of the afore 
mentioned channel sections is provided with an outward~ 
ly extended longitudinal projection 232 on 'their outer 
end'wall in which is formed an inwardly disposed in 
verted T-shaped slot 233 in which is mounted a head 
234 of a longitudinally extended weatherstripping made 
from ñexible vinyl. This weatherstripping has a pair of 
spaced apart arms 235 integrally connected to the head 
234, and integrally formed on the outer ends of the-arms 
235 is a continuous thin-walled bumper`236 which ex 
tends from the head member of the panel to the thresh 
old member. It will be seen that the bumper 236 func 
tions as an additional weather-seal between the stile mem 
ber of a glass or screen panel with which it is engaged. 

Fig. 9 discloses a modified glass panel stile 237 which 
is adapted to be used in a glass panel provided with 
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dual glazing-as 238.A The stile 237 would be constructed 
the same as the stil'es of they embodiment of Fig. 3, but 
the inner ends of the'walls 82b and 83h would not ter 
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minate in a rounded structure but would terminate in ' 
the longitudinal ends 239 which would be turned in 
wardly slightly and have formed along the inside thereof 
thergrooves 244) for the reception of the glazingstrips 241. 

Fig.ï l() discloses a modified interlocking yweather-seal 
for use between adjacent stiles of an inner and outer 
glass panel when they are in the closed position. As 
shown in Fig. l0,.the stiles 242 and 243 correspond to 
the Stiles 6i) and 169, as illustrated in Fig. 3. The longi 
tudinal projection 244 corresponds «to 'the longitudinal 
projection 90o-of stile 6G and the longitudinal T-shaped 

Y groove 245 corresponds to the longitudinal T-shaped 
groove as 92a, 91a; The modified interlocking weather 
sealincludes a backing portion 2do which` is> mounted 
in the. slot 245 and an integral and outwardly extended 
longitudinal portion 247 which is disposed at an acute 
angle relative to the adjacent side wall of the stile 242 
on which it is carried. The interlock portions 246 and 
247 are preferably made of rigid vinyl. The side faces 
of the interlock portion 247 are parallel and the outer 
edge is formed so as to be parallel with the outer face 
of the stile 242. The adjacently disposed stile 243 is 
provided with a similarly constructed interlockand the 

numerals followed by the small letter “a.” As shown in 
Fig. l0, when the stiles 242 and 24.3 are moved to a po 
sition` whereby their corresponding glass panels are in 
the closed position, the interlock portions 247 and 247a 
will overlap and abut _each other and provide an eñi 
cient weatherseaL Y 

Fig. 1l discloses a thirdV interlock embodiment in 
which the numerals 248 and 249 indicate two glass panel 
stiles disposed adjacent each other in a position the same 
as the stiles 60 and 169 are disposed in Fig. 3. The 
projection 259 and the slot 251 correspond tothe pro 
jection 50a and the slots 91a and 92a of the stile 6i). 
The interlock of Fig. 11 includes the 'if-shaped longitu 
dinal head 252 which is disposed in the slot~251 and to 
which is integrally connected the longitudinal arm 253 
which is adapted to lie against the adajcent wall of the 
stile 248.V A second arm 254 is integrally connected to 
the outer end of the arm 253 and extends therefrom at 
rightangles thereto toward the adjacent stile 249. The 
interlock portions 252, 253 and 254 are preferably 
formed from rigid vinyl. VAn integral longitudinal out 
wardly extended arm 255 extends outwardly from the 
outer end of the arm 254 and is preferably reduced in 
thickness as compared to the arm 254 and is adapted to 
rslidably engageV the adjacently disposed stile 249. The 
arm 255 is alsol made from rigid vinyl but because it is 
not as thick as the arm 254, it will have some degree 
ofñexibility' to provide for a sliding sealing action be 
tweenV the adjacent stile 249 and it. A thin-walled longi 
tudinally extended integral bead 256 is formed on the 
outer face of the arm 254. A similar interlock is mount 
ed on the stile 24J-9 and the corresponding parts are 
markedV with similar reference numerals followed by the 
small letter “11.” It will be seen that the embodiment 
of Fig. ll discloses an interlock which provides for a 

Y triple sealing action since the thin-walled heads> 256 will 
engage each other to provide one line of Sealing and the 
arms 255 Ywill engage the adjacent stile to provide two 
more linesV of sealing; 
AAlthough the screenY panel interlocking weather-seal 

i90 is preferably made from a soft flexible vinyl, it .will 
be understood, that this seal could be made from rigid 
vinyl, if desired.VV The rounded end wall portions of the 
glass panels and screen panel Stiles provide a construc 
tion which is attractive in appearance and which is pos 
sessed of clean sight lines. The bumper weather-seal 
235 provides anY additional weather-seal when used, 
whereby, the glass and screen panels are provided with 
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triple weather-sealingA action along the outer` sides there 
of when this' embodimentV is employed. The novel con 
structionV of the improved combination glass and screen 
door permits easy Vand quick assembly of the door on 
the job, and this assembly is facilitated by the snap-in’ 
vinyle tubes used around the edges of the glass and screen 
panels. ¿ 

While it will be apparent that the preferred embodi 
ments of the invention herein disclosed are well calcu 
lated to fulfill the objects above stated, it Wiil be appre 

' ciated that the invention is susceptible to modification, 
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variation and change without'departing from the proper 
scope or fair meaning of the subjoined claims. 
What I claim is: ’ , t 

1. In a sliding glass and screen door construction of 
the class described, the combination, comprising: a sta 
tionary door frame including a header, a pair of side 
jambs, and a-threshold; said header and jambs being each 
provided with an inwardly facing inner glass channel 
along the inner side thereof, an inwardly facing screen 
panel channel along the outer side thereof, and, an in 
wardly facing outer glass panel channel between the 
screen panel channel and the inner glass panel channel; 
said threshold being` provided with an upper outwardly 
sloping sill plate on which is mountcda screen panel 
sheave rail, and an outer and an inner glass panel sheave 
rail; said rails being extended longitudinally of said sill 
plate and being substantially centrally located relative 
to the screen and glass channels in said header and 
jambs; means for draining the upper surface of said sill 
plate; a screen panel having the lower end thereof rollably 
supported on‘said screen panelrail and the upper end 
thereof slidably ymounted in the screen channel in said 
header; an outer and an inner glass panel; adjustable 
sheave means for rollably supporting the lower ends of 
said glass panels on the glass panel rails;`and, the upper 
ends of said glass panels being slidably mounted in the 
glass channels in said header. 

2. In a sliding glass and screen door construction of 
the class- described, the combination, comprising: a sta 
tionary door frame including a header, a pair of side 
jambs, and a threshold; said header and jambs being each 
provided with an inwardly facing inner glass channel 
along the inner side thereof, an inwardly facing screen 
panel channel along the outer side thereof, and, an in 
wardly facing outer glass panel channel between the 
screen panel channel and the inner glass panel channel; 
said» threshold being provided with an upper outwardly 
sloping sill plate on which is mounted arscreen panel 
sheave rail, and an outer and an inner glass panel sheave 
rail; said rails being extended longitudinally of said sill 
plate and being substantially centrally located relative 
to the screenand glass channels in said header and jambs; 
means for draining the upper surface of said sill plate; 
a screen panel; adjustable roller means for rollably sup 
porting the lower end of said screen panel on said screen 
panel rail; the upper end of said screen panel being 
slidably mounted in the screen channel in said header; 
an outer and an inner glass panel; adjustable sheave 
means for rollably supporting the lower ends of said 
glass panels on the glass panel rails; the upper ends of 
said glasspanels being slidably mounted in theY glass 
channels insaid header; resilient bumper means mounted 
in each ofthe screen and glass panel channels in said 
side jambs; and, weather-sealing means on the upper, 
lower and outer sides of said panels for engagement with 
said stationary frame, and, on the inner sides of said 
panels for’engagement with the adjacently disposed panel. 

3. The structure as defined in claimr 2, wherein: said 
bumper’means comprises a plurality of longitudinally dis 
posed, spaced apart hemispherically shaped Ymembers 
formed from a resilient material. ' 

4. The structure' asV defined in claim 2, wherein: said 
bumper means comprises a continuous strip of resilient 
material which is provided with ahollow head extended 
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outwardly into each channel, and which head is hemis 
pherical in cross-section. 

5. A screen panel structure for use with sliding glass 
doors in a stationary frame having a header, side jambs 
and a threshold, such header and jambs having channel 
portions, comprising: upper, lower, and a pair of side 
rails which are each formed with a rounded outer end 
Wall andv an inner and outer vertical Wall integral there 
with; each of said rails being provided with an integral 
inner end wall provided with a peripheral groove for the 
reception of an edge of the screen in said screen panel; 
a glazing strip mounted in each of the peripheral grooves 
for holding the screen in these grooves; a resilient bumper 
means on the outer face of t'ne outer vertical wall of the 
upper rail for slidable engagement with the outer wall 
of said screen panel channel in the header; a continuous 
strip of woven pile weatherseal with a continuous lip of 
resilient material on the upper side thereof mounted on 
the inner wall of the upper rail for slidable engagement 
with the inner wall of said screen panel channel in the 
header; a vertical longitudinal flexible strip of vinyl fixed 
ly mounted on the inner Wall of said lower. rail along 
the bottom edge thereof and being provided with an 
outwardly bent lower edge slidably engageable with the 
sill plate of said threshold; a continuous strip of woven 
pile weather seal with a continuous lip of resilient ma 
terial on the outer side thereof mounted on the inner 
wall of one of said side rails; and, a flexible continuous 
strip of weatherstripping mounted on the inner Wall of 
the other of said side rails. 

6. A screen panel structure for use with sliding glass 
doors in a stationary frame having a header, side jambs 
and a threshold, such header and jambs having channel 
portions, comprising: an upper, lower and a pair of side 
rails which are each provided with an inner and outer 
vertical wall integral with an inner end wall provided 
with a peripheral groove for the reception of an edge of 
the screen in said screen panel; the upper and side rails 
being provided with an integral rounded outer end wall; 
a glazing strip mounted in each of the peripheral grooves 
for holding the screen in these grooves; a resilient bumper 
means on the outer face of the outer vertical wall of 
the upper rail for slidable engagement with the outer wall 
of said screen panel channel in the header; a continuous 
strip of woven pile weather-seal with a continuous lip 
of resilient material on the upper side thereof mounted 
on the inner wall of the upper rail for slidable engage 
ment with the inner wall of said screen panel channel 
in the header; a vertical longitudinal flexible strip of 
vinyl slidably mounted on the inner wall of said lower 
rail along the bottom edge thereof and being slidably 
engageable with the sill plate of said threshold; a con 
tinuous strip of woven pile weather-seal with a continuous 
lip of resilient material on the outer side thereof mounted 
on the inner wall of one of said side rails; and, a flexible 
continuous strip of weatherstripping mounted on the inner 
wall of the other of said side rails. 

7. A door panel structure for sliding glass doors corn 
prising: inner and outer glass panels, each having a top 
and bottom rail, and an inner and outer stile; each of 
said rails and stiles being provided with a vertical inner 
and outer Wall; a continuous strip of woven pile weather 
seal with a continuous lip of resilient material on the 
weather side thereof on inner and outer walls of said 
top rails, and on the outer wall of the outer stile of the 
inner glass panel, and on the inner wall of the outer 
stile of the outer glass panel, for engaging the walls of 
channels in a header and side jambs; an interlocking 
weather-seal longitudinally disposed on the inner wall of 
the inner stile of the outer glass panel adapted to coact 
with a similar interlocking weather-seal longitudinally dis 
posed on the outer wall of the inner stile of the inner 
glass panel; a vertical longitudinal ñexible strip of 
weather-sealing material slidably mounted on the inner 
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wall of the inner glass panel bottom rail, and on the 
outer wall of the outer glass panel bottom rail, along 
the bottom edges thereof, and being slidabiy engageable 
with the sill plate of a threshold; and, a continuous strip 
of woven pile weather-seal with a continuons lip of 
resilient material on the weather side thereof mounted 
on a spring-biased carrier along the front and rear edges 
of the outer and inner glass panel bottom rails, respec 
tively, with a longitudinal vertical governing lip carried 
by said carrier and which is slidably engageable with 
the sill plate. 

8. The structure as defined in claim 7, wherein: said 
top, and bottom rails, and said stiles of the glass panels 
are each provided with a rounded inner end wall integral 
with the vertical inner and outer Walls thereof; said 
round inner end walls being provided with a central 
longitudinal slot; a pane of glass mounted in each glass 
panel with the edges thereof being slidably received into 
the slots in the rails and stiles of the respective glass 
panel; and, a continuous glazing strip press-fitted between 
each edge of said slots and the glass pane mounted 
therein. ` 

9. The structure as defined in claim 7, wherein: said 
top, and bottom rails, and said stiles of the glass panels 
are each provided with a pair of inwardly extended spaced 
apart arms integral with the vertical inner and outer walls 
thereof; a dual pane of glass mounted in each glass panel 
with the edge thereof being slidably received between 
said arms in the rails and stiles of the respective glass 
panel; and, a continuous glazing strip press-fitted between 
one of said arms and the adjacent face of the dual pane 
of glass. ~ 

10. The structure as defined in claim 7, wherein: said 
interlocking weather-seal comprising a head and neck por« 
tion iixedly mounted on its respective stile; an arm por 
tion integral with the neck portion and adapted to lie 
against the stile outer face; and, a spaced apart thin 
Walled portion integral with said arm portion. 

11. The structure as defined in claim 7, wherein: said 
interlocking Weather-seal comprises a T-shaped head to 
which is integrally connected an outwardly angularly ex 
tended arm portion. 

12. The structure as defined in claim 7, wherein: said 
interlocking weather~seal comprises a T-shaped head; a 
first arm portion integral with the head and adapted to 
lie against the stile outer face; a second arm portion 
integral with the outer end of the first arm portion and 
extending outwardly therefrom at right angles thereof; 
the outer end of the second arm portion being reduced 
in thickness; and, a thin-walled tube integrally formed on 
the outer face of said second arm adjacent the inner end 
thereof. 
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